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Part of the AMG’s work plan for 2018 is to prepare some guidance material for approaching electricity supply resilience. The following will cover the drivers for us to prepare a guide on resilience and the sort of shape that will take. 
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Electricity supply sector Lifelines utilities have obligations under the Civil Defence and Emergency Act 2002 to to plan and prepare for emergencies, and for response and recovery in the event of an emergency. Lifelines utilities are obliged to: Ensure they have plans that enable them to continue to function during and following an emergency, even thought that may be at a reduced level, participate in the development of the National Civil Defence and Emergency Management (CDEM) Strategy and CDEM Plans provide technical advice to CDEM Groups as needed.  



Recent events have heightened interest … 
Auckland power outages in April 2018  
New Plymouth water supply in February 2018  
Fuel pipeline damaged in September 2017 
Edgecumbe flood in April 2017  
Kaikoura earthquake in November 2016  
Havelock North water supply in August 2016 
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These are some of the more recent events that have tested our infrastructure service provision. Events can be local or widespread in nature, sharp and severe or spread over a long time, and the consequential impacts can be widespread. Some of the events have led towards increased levels of interest in the resilience of electricity supply systems by the communities they serve, other stakeholders and Boards of Directors. In April ,at peak 180,000 Auckland electricity customers were without power following hurricane force winds, with some customer outages stretching to two weeks’ duration. In February 2018  a falling tree during Cyclone Gita, ruptured a water supply pipe causing loss of water supply to much of New Plymouth for a week followed by water quality concerns for the following week. In September 2017 , the Fuel pipeline supplying Wiri fuel terminal from Marsden refinery was removed from service after damage from a digger, disrupting fuel supply in Auckland for at least ten days resulting in many flight cancellations. In April 2017 , following heavy rain, the stop bank protecting Edgecumbe from the Rangataiki River breached rapidly flooding the town. The magnitude 7.8 Kaikoura Earthquake in November 2016  caused two deaths and closure of many roads and the main north railway. It caused Kaikoura town to be cut off from road for more than two weeks and water and waste water system damage. Buildings were damaged in Wellington and some parts of Christchurch were evacuated for tsunami risk. Then in August 2016  some 5500 people became ill with gastroenteritis in Havelock North sourced to contamination of the drinking water supplied by two bores. 
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National CDEM Strategy Review … 
NZ alignment with the UN Sendai Framework 
Shifting focus from managing disasters to managing risk 

• Understand disaster risk 
• Strengthen disaster risk governance 
• Invest in disaster risk reduction for resilience 
• Enhance disaster preparedness for effective response 
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Following New Zealand’s commitment to the Sendai Framework, the National Civil Defence Emergency Management Strategy is being reviewed and this will see a shift the focus to “managing risk” from “managing disasters”. This will see more focus on “reduction” and “readiness” activities, involving better understanding and governance of disaster risks, investment for risk reduction and preparedness enhancements. The National Civil Defence Emergency Management Strategy provides the overall direction for CDEM nationally. At the time of writing, the Strategy is in the process of being reviewed. A key focus area for the strategy review is to shift the focus to “managing risk” from “managing disasters”. This review follows New Zealand’s commitment to the international Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction and that within 15 years it seeks to achieve “the significant reduction of disaster risk and losses in lives, livelihoods and health and in the economic, physical, social, cultural and environmental assets of persons, businesses, communities and countries”.The strategy will be examining where efforts may be better targeted to provide the greatest benefits across: Understanding disaster risk;Strengthening disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk; Investing in disaster risk reduction for resilience; Enhancing disaster preparedness for effective response, and to “build Back Better” in recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction. 
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National CDEM Plan Order 2015 … 
Describes different agency responsibilities with the 4Rs  
 
 Reduction – take preventive steps to avoid or mitigate adverse 

consequences 
 Readiness – plan, develop capability, exercise, test, monitor, 

evaluate, educate public, engage community 
 Response – respond to emergency by coordinating with lead 

agency and activate own plans.  
 Recovery – minimise consequence escalation, regenerate, 

enhance, adapt and reduce future exposures, resume functions 



Treasury National Infrastructure Unit … 
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In the earlier parts of our current decade, a National Infrastructure Unit project was underway seeking to identify indicators for infrastructure resilience, seeking transparency, replicability and standardisation across infrastructure. This identified “pinch-points” within infrastructure In 2011, the National Infrastructure Plan said that New Zealand’s infrastructure is vulnerable to outages, including through natural hazards, and we have insufficient knowledge of network resilience at a national level. At a seminar in 2012, aspects of the electricity supply sector were found to have potential for resilience improvement from a national perspective. Treasury was also looking for sources of assurance within each subsector, and such as government regulators and agencies. Page 47 of the National Infrastructure Plan 2015 talks of a need for “our asset management practices to include a stronger understanding of the resilience of our infrastructure networks at a national, regional and local level, especially key pinch points and the degree to which different parts of networks are critical to overall performance. There is a need to increase the sophistication of how we think about resilience, shifting beyond a narrow focus on shock events or infrastructure failure and thinking more about interdependencies, levels of service and community preparedness. A longer term view needs to be taken with increased focus on adapting to slower changes over time, including climate change.”



Commerce Commission … 
Open Letter 9 November 2017, Items 13, 14 

• Increased focus on appropriate levels of resilience as Asset 
Management practices mature  

• Engagement with customers over appropriate resilience levels  
• Understand risks assets are exposed to, link between planned 

expenditures and resilience outcomes 
• Plans for control, mitigation and reduction of event risks 

 
Powerco CPP Determination Attachment L, Items 637, 638   

• Maintenance of resilient networks is a key sector issue 
• Effective asset managers focus on appropriate resilience levels 
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The Commerce Commission’s resilience thoughts are communicated in its Open Letter of 9 November 2017. This contains themes of Asset data and management, categorisation of assets by health and criticality and system resilience, as well as investment sufficiency. It talks about the expectation that as electricity distributors’ asset management practices mature, there being an increased focus on appropriate levels of resilience- the ability to maintain and restore electricity supply to consumers, particularly following high impact low probability (HILP) events, such as earthquakes. Also Attachment L of the Commission’s Powerco CPP Determination includes the maintenance of resilient networks as a key sector issue, and that effective asset managers should be focusing on appropriate levels of resilience. 



Resilience Definitions 
“Resilience is the ability of assets, networks and systems to anticipate, absorb, adapt to 
and/ or rapidly recover from a disruptive event.” UK Cabinet Office 
 
“To prepare for and adapt to changing conditions and withstand and recover rapidly from 
disruptions… includes the ability to withstand and recover from deliberate attacks, 
accidents, or naturally occurring threats or incidents.” White House Feb 12 2013  
 
“To prepare and plan for, absorb, recover from, and more successfully adapt to adverse 
events.” Committee on Increasing National Resilience to Hazards and Disasters  
 
“The ability of a system to withstand a major disruption within acceptable degradation 
parameters and to recover within an acceptable time and composite costs and risks.” 
Haimes, Y. Y. (2009)  
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Resilience has been defined in many ways. Resilience may be used in the context of the electricity market and system operator involvement, referring to generation mix for maintaining supply and demand minute by minute. It may also be used in the context of major events and their effect on supply continuity on end use consumers. The following are some definitions used in more recent international papers and reports. I have more detailed references if you are interested in this. 



Four aspects to Resilience 
State of service provided by an infrastructure system in response to event disruption. How 
much has service been disrupted? How quickly can service be restored? How completely 
can service be restored?   
 
State of system depends on how it was designed and operated. To what extent is service 
degraded following a disruption? How quickly can it recover? What level of service can it 
provide as it recovers? To what extent does system security or redundancy equate to 
resilience?  
 
Different modes of response may lead to different resilience at different costs. What is the 
role of contingency planning, critical spares management, supply chain management?  
 
Timescale dependence – to what extent should historical return periods be enhanced to 
cater for uncertainties? Is like for like replacement adequate?  
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Henry Willis of RAND corporation has posed the following four aspects that follow on from the resilience definitions in the previous slide. These aspects somewhat overlap but they are useful in that they bring us to the concept of an AMMAT style questionnaire for guidance. 



Resilience Guide Proposal 
Proposal to prepare a set of guidance notes that helps electricity supply industry to:  
 
1. Measure its resilience effectiveness against each of the 4Rs; and  

 
2. Undertake HILP event analysis as part of the Reduction phase and (to a lesser extent) 

the Readiness phase.  
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The recommendation is to prepare a set of guidance notes that assists essential electricity supply infrastructure owners to: Measure their resilience effectiveness and capabilities against each of the 4Rs; and Undertake their own HILP event analysis as part of the Reduction phase and (to a lesser extent) the Readiness phase. 



Questionnaire Exercise 
Working as an individual, fill in and return the paper hand out 
questionnaire within the context of your own organisation.  
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In response to all of this, 
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